
Initial shock and numbness gave way to pain.…In a fast-moving, hi-tech

world, a certain number of us are going to get caught in its machinery, wars,

and disasters. It happened to someone yesterday. It will happen to someone

today. —GaylordWelker, The Walk Back

It wasn’t uncommon to come home from a day’s work and pour out a socket

full of blood into the toilet because the government prosthesis, being made

of inferior materials with the mentality that ‘one size fits all,’ didn’t fit

properly. I was a hardened, hurting, Vietnam amputee who had lived too

many years in excruciating pain.

—Mickey Block, quoted in the ampu-zine Step Ahead

Hoo-wee, Mother Nature hurls a sharp meat cleaver when
she’s pissed! You thought it was painful when a car door
slammed shut on your hand? When you accidentally

stapled your finger? When you stubbed your toe and tore open a
half-inch flesh flap? You probably retched as you watched the
surgeon sew up your tiny wound with six meager stitches, didn’t
you? Did you tug at the stitches as the wound healed, watching
the scab move around like a brown beetle? Ever pull out the
stitches yourself? It stings like a hornet. You might even draw
a drop of blood or two.

But golly jeebers, imagine the pain of having a fucking LIMB
lopped off, an unspeakable red loaf ripped clean from your body.
Have you ever felt pain remotely close to that? I know I haven’t.
But it could happen anywhere, any time. The fangs of progress
get sharper by the hour. Maybe your wrist will get chewed to bits
in a leaf shredder or squashed under a pile driver. Perhaps your
ballerina’s leg will get pulverized under a trash truck’s bald tires.
Maybe your left thigh will get charred like a turkey bone when
your car engine blows up next month. There’s always a chance
that a gas-leak explosion will blast your arm clear off to the
shoulder blade. Or you’ll be innocently poking around for a
lost wedding ring in your garbage disposal when the dirty little
machine gnashes your fingers down to the palm. Whatever
happens to you, I pray it happens soon.

You’ve struck oil this time, you lucky duck. The blood pumps out
of you like thick red cum shots. You never knew you had so much
blood in you. The whole dead limb hangs on a pearly string of
gristle. The raw, open end glistens. The bone juts out like white
ivory. Dangling neurons, tendons, fat, and hair, all cross
sectioned like some ugly tropical fruit.

I told you not to drink and drive, but did you listen? Party on,
dude—your lower leg is now mashed into cottage cheese ‘n’
ketchup. There’s a deep burgundy notch right at your kneecap, an
open trench where the limb was once seamless. You stare down
at your exposed socket, nakedly eyeballing a chunk of your own
skeleton. You feel remorse for the first time in your life, but—
VOOM!—it’s too late.

Shot through with morphine, you can still hear the gargly hiss
of hospital suction tubes slurping up your excess blood. And
wiggle on the steel table as you may, you can’t escape the PAIN.
It maims your soul like an ice pick jabbing into a half-dead
chicken. You can’t help but close your eyes, which squeeze out
tears like dirty water from a squeegee. That magnum level of pain
can erase a lifetime’s worth of happiness. The pain owns you,
carving out your identity more than any sense of self you ever
had. You hear them sawing away at the bone. You realize you’re
at your nervous system’s mercy, that any vestigial ego has been
wiped away like a smidgen of mayo from a dirty lunch counter.
Fate can pound you into smashed, lifeless meat whenever it
chooses. It just stole a piece of you. Get used to having less.

A number of rather specific physical, psychological, and social problems of a
unique nature develop because of the permanency, finality, and irrevocability
of the loss associated with amputation.…It is likely that early in these
reflections, the word ‘cripple’ comes to the amputee’s mind along with its
various connotations of inadequacy, charity, shame, punishment, and
guilt.…Social prejudices with regard to the disabled have long been reflected
in our literature, with such villainous characters as Captain Hook, Captain Ahab,
Long John Silver, and others, being identified as amputees.

—Dr. Sidney Fishman, Psychological Aspects of Amputation

The same man that came into the hospital is the same man that came out, he
was only missing a small part of his body.

—Joe Pink, entrepreneur and amputee

Support-group mantras aside, there is a genetically
programmed sense of fallen grace concomitant with limb
loss. An amputee feels weakened, compromised, and he

may sense that a slab of his “private space” has been hacked off
and tossed in a landfill. Amputated. Lost. Defeated. You are
permanently hobbled, forever humbled. A fat chunk of you is now
a dead object, a soulless meat lump. Chronic identity problems
may arise like a phantom limb. What am I—human? Dolphin?
Some exotic pink herbivore?

AMPUTATION
NATION
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PRELUDE: OY, THAT HURTS!

HALF-HUMAN



He did a lot of sitting, you know, he would
just crash out anywhere he felt like it, like if
it was on a bench, he’d sit on a bench.
Used to be this Sunoco–well, it still is there,
this Sunoco [gas] station, and they have a
huge, you know, sign, that you can see
from the highway? And he kind of liked to
crash out there. Down at the bottom. The
base. Drinkin’ beer.”

But the herd soon tires of caring for its
weaker members, and Captain Crutch was
such a foul old crab, the Port Richmond
boys turned gradually to cruelty. “He was a

pretty obnoxious guy,” says Gomez,
“and he’d start cursin’ and just doin’
all kinds of wild things, like making
all kinds of accusations, and just
being generally belligerent. So, like,
when he’d hang in the playground or
nearby, the guys, the kids, they’d just
take his crutches and throw ‘em on
the roof of the playground house.
He’d get all bent out of shape.
Somebody would climb up usually
and throw them down, or, like, he’d
flag down a cop. Like, if it was a
good cop in a decent mood, some-
times he’d get it down. If it was a cop
in a bad mood, he’d just throw
[Captain Crutch] in the back of the
wagon and lock him up.”

Gomez said Crutch disappeared a
few years ago. He claims he can’t
honestly say he misses either Crutch
or One-Armed Abe. “They were both
pretty dirty, but Captain Crutch was
definitely dirtier,” he opines.
“Actually, Captain Crutch was more
interesting. You know, he was wilder, I
guess.”

Wild stump-bearers. Tales of amputee
chicks springing their “surprise” on
horrified lovers during drunken one-night
stands are the stuff of urban legend. But my
friend Kenny from Philly insists it happened
to him. As he tells it, he was drinking
Guinness Stout in a Bryn Mawr pub around
1980 when he bumped into “a cute girl
who had sort of a limp.” He was enticed
by her long black hair and quiet mystery.
They played shuffleboard, toasted more
ale, and eventually made it back to Kenny’s
bachelor pad.

As Kenny puts it in his dudelike Philly
dialect, he and the girl were “suckin’ face
at one o’clock in the morning. You know, I
got her clothes off and didn’t realize she
was missing a leg or anything. I think [her
amputation] was above the knee, too.
We were fuckin’ buck-naked, and I’m goin’
for it—Mr. Peter had a hard-on, whatever.

“I had her lyin’ down on the bed, you
know, and I was poised to make entry. I
had my hand on one of her legs, raising it
up, and I’m reachin’ around for the other
one, and I couldn’t fuckin’ find it! I couldn’t
find it, and I said, ‘Where the fuck is your
leg?’ And, you know, I tried reaching for it
four or five times. And finally she says,
‘You’re not gonna find my leg.’ And I said,
‘What the fuck do you mean I’m not gonna
find your leg?’ You know, I’m lookin’ for the
other leg so I could drill her. And then she
said something like, ‘No, you don’t under-
stand—I don’t have a leg there.’ And it
finally dawned on me—I think I remember
looking down and seeing the stump. I was

really drunk.”
Kenny swears that he had no idea the

girl was an amputee until that soft moment
of realization. He speculates that she must
have slipped out of her fake leg while he
was in the bathroom, pissing away some
beer. Because of his sloshed state at the
time, he’s only able to recall a few details.
But nearly fifteen years later, one factoid
sticks out like a data fork in his memory
bank: “I do distinctly remember losing my
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I’ve queasily gazed at a stump or two in my time. During the
broiling, Nixon-resignation summer of ‘74, as subtle tufts of black
pubic hair burgeoned on my virgin crotch, I belonged to a
swimming pool frequented by a below-the-knee male amputee. I
forget his name, but his older brother was an effeminate dish mop
named Donny. The kids in my (red)neck of the woods seemed to tol-
erate physical deformity more than homosexuality, so the amputee
caught a lot less shit than his limp-limbed brother. In fact, people
patronized the stubby little guy as if he was a school mascot.

The one-legged swimming
enthusiast rarely brushed his hair.
His nose was shaped like an
upside-down triangle. Clad in a
raggy old olive-drab, boxer-styled
swimsuit, he’d creak over to the
poolside and remove his scuffed
plastic prosthesis, which was
colored like phony Band-Aid flesh.
When he’d detach his fake leg,
with sock and shoe attached,
it seemed like a theatrical prop.
And then there was the STUMP,
long and crooked like a slightly
bent finger. Its shiny worm-head
surface hinted that it had a brain
of its own, a lazy pink manatee
attached to a human hip.

It was a ticklish sight. It was hard
not to dry-heave. Starting from the
lawn chairs, Donny’s brother
would bounce up and down on
his good leg, pogoing toward the
piss-soaked pool. I’d shiver when
my bloodshot eyes saw that stump
swinging over hot cement on its
way into the chlorinated/urinated
water. Landing cannonball-style,
Donny’s brother would then twist
about in unsyncopated agony,
splashing everything near him.
Despite my revulsion, it was hard
to dislike this stumpy chump. He
seemed to bear his ambulatory
shortcoming with a resigned shrug.

I wouldn’t be so easygoing if I
were in his orthopedic shoes. I
don’t want to be a jigsaw human.
I don’t think I could handle the
amp life without snapping.

Swelling. Gangrene. Needles, incisions, multiple surgeries, hot
white hospital lights, drained blood, infections, blisters, skin grafts,
stitches, open adhesions, fungi, the rude stares of ugly children,
wrapping and unwrapping bandages daily, phantom limb pain,
nerve-snipping operations, decreased stump blood flow, bone
spurs lacerating soft tissue—is it worth living? Limping through
humiliating therapy programs and tiresome prosthetic fitting
sessions. Slowly losing your friends as the bitterness chips away at
your shell of a soul. I can’t imagine my spuming anger if I became
a gimp. I’d have my prosthesis rigged to shoot fucking bullets.

Isn’t that the amputee stereotype, especially regarding males—
they’re snarling, unemployable bastards? ANSWER Me!
operative Gomez Robespierre grew up in Philadelphia’s working-
class Port Richmond section amid two angry amputated street
characters, “One-Armed Abe” and “Captain Crutch.” Of the two,

One-Armed Abe seemed
the more benign. “He was,
like, a skinny, scraggly
dude,” says Gomez in his
don’t-talk-with-your-mouth-
full Philadelphia accent,
“with, uh, how can you put
it? Like a reddish kinda,
reddish face, and you
know, really thin hair, and
it was, like, thinned-out.
And the ears sort of, like,
stuck out a little bit.”

Gomez said Abe would
wander around mewling
cryptic phrases about
some tragic event which
happened twenty years
ago. “He would almost
shout it, like, saying,
‘Twenty fuckin’ years!
Twen-ty fuck-in’ yeeeears!’
You know?…Nobody knew
what it meant, and it
would probably take the
flavor out of it to know.” Gomez claims that One-Armed Abe was
found dead one winter evening on the steps of a Polish bar called
Stella’s (now Donna’s). He says that because of icy conditions,
Abe had frozen to the step, forcing barkeeps to pour hot water
around him in order to pry his dead body loose. Gomez, though,
likes to think about the warmer times with Abe and his truncated
arm: “In the summer, you know, if he was, like, shirtless or
wearing a short-sleeve shirt, you could see kinda, you know, it just
kinda tapered off, really.…The most profound thing was, you
looked at him, and he was, like, this skinny, lanky guy, and he just,
he was missin’ that arm.”

Captain Crutch, Port Richmond’s
other star amputee, was missing
part of his leg. Instead of cursing
ghosts like One-Armed Abe,
Crutch cursed everything around
him. According to Gomez, Crutch
offered conflicting accounts of
what had necessitated his amputa-
tion. The alibis ranged from a truck
accident to a Korean War injury to
a gangrenous infection. “He
probably would have been an
alcoholic and antisocial anyway,”
says Gomez, “but being an
amputee was the deciding factor
which pushed him so heavily into
alcoholism and misanthropy.

“He was like, say, like around
five-ten, five-eleven, and pretty
heavy, up to like maybe, the two
hundred, two hundred and twenty
pound area. Not counting the leg.
Dressed real shabbily, you know,
like Salvation Army chic.…It was
above the knee. He had maybe six
inches—not even—maybe four to
six inches of thigh, I guess. He basi-
cally just plopped it on the side.



Trying to find an art gallery where you
can showcase etchings you did with
your steel claw? Looking for love?
Bilateral below-knee male into
travel and old B/W movies seeks
that special quadriplegic gal for
some gourmet popcorn and rainy-
afternoon snuggling. It’s all such
armless fun. The more these
people cease to be human, the
more lovable they become.
You’ve limped a long way, baby.

Superior technology is rapidly
creating superior beings. But it

wasn’t always like this. The Hindus’
sacred Rig-Veda, scribbled in Sanskrit

at least four thousand years ago, recounts the saga of brave,
one-legged Queen Vishpla. Injured in war, she had her stump
rigged with an iron prosthesis and hopped
back onto the battlefield, slaying souls and
racking up good karma. In past eras, the
stereotypical wooden peg leg has been little
more than a cricket bat: stiff, impractical, and
drawing inescapable comparisons to scare-
crows and hostile pirates. The advances have
come a painful step at a time: an articulated
joint here, a flexible foot there. Until very
recently, amputees have lagged far behind
their four-pawed oppressors.

But explosive innovations in computer-
aided design and manufacturing have put
futuristic prosthetic devices within every
amputee’s reach. Equipped with the broad
promise of bionic technology, amps may soon
be able to outrun, outfight, and outfuck us.
And aided by “wetware,” computer
programs plugged into humanoid nervous
systems, they may soon be able to outthink
us, too.

The human animal is an odd melding
of physical weakness and mental craftiness.
Our inability to outrun tigers and bears was
considered a chink in our armor until we
invented Chevrolets. In the same way, amps’
limblessness will be seen as an infirmity until
engineers fashion fake limbs that are
preferable to the originals. When prosthetists
invent legs which can run faster than a
Porsche, “regular” legs will seem so…
common.

As animals, we weaken with each
generation. The bullies of the next genetic
kingdom will not be a traditional animal life
form. Prosthetic devices wink knowingly at a
future of digital ascendance. One or two
more technical innovations, and amputees
will leapfrog over the “normies” on their path
toward dominance of the species. They will

have arms and legs of indestructible polymers; super-zoom
crystalline eyeballs; Mac- and Windows-compatible vertebrae;
and hydraulic genitalia.

Their virtual-reality wheelchairs will roll with lightning speed
along the Information Superhighway. Victims of limb loss have
transcended the flesh, yet they are humanity’s finest fruit. Their
prostheses are actually more human than our so-called “real”
limbs, because they’re man-made. What could be more human
than something created by a human?

Amputation is the natural catastrophe which nudged the
evolutionary process forward. Along with law enforcement,
bionics represent one of the last outposts of hope. Genetic
engineering allows us a precious chance to redo humanity the
right way—with a keyboard and a computer screen. I can’t wait
for the day when humans reinvent themselves as robots. I want a
world of cheap prosthetic meat traded in human junkyards. Then,
with a little luck, I’ll be able to program these fearsome new
ÜberAmps to go out and kill all the cyberpunks.erection, however. And then I think she

started fuckin’ cryin’ or something. She was
all pissed off. She threw on her clothes,
and, whatever it is—her prosthesis?—and
left. I tried to walk her out, but she was all,
like, yelling at me and stuff. I never saw
her again.”

I was startled to discover that I had a sudden,

urgent erection.…In answer I kissed the end of her

stump, then continued gently kneading out the

soreness as I moved up. It was minutes later that I

had made my way to the top of her stump and

found that her panties were wet.

—Nathaniel Peters,“Business Associates,”
from Fascination, Vol.VI, No. 4

A
mpu-erotica? I guess one man’s
hideous stump is another’s pillar of
love. Maybe amputees aren’t so

repugnant. Perhaps my gut instinct—to
vomit and run—can be supplanted by a
gentler wisdom, an appreciation of the
less-than-quadri-limbed as warm, glowing,
sexual beings. When you think about it, a
stump can be whatever you want it to be:
an elongated, nipple-less breast or a mas-
sive, dead-end dingus. A magazine such

as Fascination, whose editor describes it as
dealing with “articles and stories about an
erotic interest in amputee women,” spins
Harlequin Romance-style softcore yarns
about stump-worshipping Prince Charmings
who sweep disabled vixens off their
crutches. “AmpArt” is splattered throughout
Fascination’s forty or so digest-sized pages,
drawings which depict full-breasted, curly-
bushed girlies with missing limbs. It’s
freaky, pod’ner, but it’s heartbreaking in its
earnest obsessiveness. Amputee Times
hops along the same stump-sex treadmill
as Fascination, only with a meaner, meat-
market edge to it. On a loftier shelf of the
amp-porn bookcase is the stump-
erotic photography of Joel-Peter Witkin,
who portrays flipper people as noble
sexual Olympians.

And it is in the sports arena—the most
epic metaphor we currently have for the
bedroom—where the supposedly “dis-
abled” are proving themselves as matches
for any “whole” person. With only half
a foot, kicker Tom Dempsey slammed a
football sixty-three yards through the goal
posts, an NFL record in 1973 and still a
record today. With only one arm, New
York Yankees pitcher Jim Abbott recently
threw a no-hitter. Prominent ampu-expert
Gustav Rubin notes that a skier patient
of his with bilateral above-the-knee
amputations “can negotiate forty-five
slalom gates in sixty seconds. His
prostheses have been fabricated with
partial suction sockets, waist belt, and hip
joints, Mauch swing-n-stance (SNS) knees,
and single axis foot-ankle components.”

Space-age amputee athletes? That
sounds frightening, as well it should.
“Limbies” such as myself fear amputees
because we realize that one day, “armed”
with technology, they will be better than us.

Amputation is not going away! Due to accident and

disease there are over 156,000 amputations each

year. Various estimates place the amputee popula-

tion at over 2 million within the United States. This

target group is slowly organizing as a strong body

of individuals and many of the self-help groups are

becoming active in legislation, peer support, and

education programs….

—From an American Amputee Foundation flyer

A
string of phantom limbs is holding
hands across America. Scorned by
society, amputees are finding

membership among the dismembered.
Flapping their pink chicken wings in
protest, they form a solid line of differently
abled agitators, forcing “limb-negative”
bigots to reassess their opinions or face
possible hand-to-stump combat in the
streets. Jousting with their stunted extremi-
ties, our limbless comrades challenge the
notion of white-male patriarchy at its core.
But theirs is not a message of hatred. They
seek to limb-erate us all.

Welcome to the prosthetic underground.
Having no extremities is the new extreme.
Amputation is the necessary mutation.

The amputees are organizing.
Emboldened by the widening horizon of
cybernetic possibility, encouraged by
their emerging identity as an oppressed
minority, and empowered by the recent
passage of the Americans With Disabilities
Act, they are grafting themselves into
special-interest groups with astounding
speed. Amp cabals with cute acronyms
abound: WALK (Worried Amputees Lack
Knowledge); FAST (Functional Amputee
Support Team); LEAPS (Lower Extremity
Amputees Providing Support); ALARM
(Amputees of Legs or Arms Resource
Meeting); and CAST (Community Amputee
Support Team) are only the tip of the stump.
Each day, new amp organizations seem
to gush forth like hot blood from freshly
severed limbs.

Cruising catalogs such as Spinal
Network, the adventuresome cripple can
establish a database of like-limbed individ-
uals. Specialty groups and ampu-zines
cater to each taste bud on the disabled
palate. Want to trade bathing tips with
other paralytics? Been aching to go pistol-
shooting with a group of armless pen pals?
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SUPERHUMAN?

PROSTHESIS
RISING


